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Joint Meeting
Of Sodaliti.es

REPRESENT XAVIER

Is To Be Held·
Monthly Sessions Ensue;
Catechism Teaching
And Evidence Guild
To· Become Active.
Reverend Bernard Sellmeyer,
S. J., newly appointed moderator of the Junior and Senior Sodalities announced that a joint
meeting of the Sodalities will be
held within the next few weeks.
He succeeds Reverend C. J.
Steiner, S. J., ·former moderator,
who has been transferred to St.
Xavier High School, Cincinnati.
The moderator also said that
hereafter these meetings would
be held once a month. The student officers of the sodalities will
preside and direct the meetings.
The principal business of the
coming meeting will be the presentation for discussion of the
program which has been formulated for the ensuing year by the
sodality officers.
.
Edward J. Kennedy, Jr., president of the senior sodality, stated that the tentative p:rogram
has many outstanding features.
One of these is the proposed
organization of a group of students to teach catechism to crippied children at the Ursuline
Academy.
Participation in the activities
of the Catholic Evidence Guild
will be a feature of the program:
Another important item is the
suggestion that the sodalities arrange to have prominent speakers, both religious and laymen,
give discusHions on current topics at the monthly meetings. .
The customary re~itation of
the rosary and the Little Office
of the Blessed Virgin will be
continued at the student masses.
This .has been one of the most
promment features of our Sodall~Y o~ the. Immacul9:te ~oncep:
~ion sm~e its foundation fn 18~1,
~t has m the moderators op;n1on, been the. most effective
means of carrym~ out ~he ;purpose of t?-e. so'dality, which is .to
promot.e m its n;em'bers a special
and filial devotion to the Mother of God.

Two representatives of the
Xavier University News will
le;ive today for Chicago where
they will attend the Convention of the Associated Collegiate Press of which the News
is a member. The Xavier men
are Roger V. McDermott, business manager, and Raymond
J. Wilson, Jr., news editor.
The A. C. P. is the largest college newspaper association in
the United States.

Stag Smolier
Planned By
..
Clef Club
Gathering Intended To
Acquaint New Mein·
.hers With Veterans.

Annual Dads Day Celebration Prepared
Football Game To Feature· Activities
Which Include R 0 TC Appearance
Xavier Students To Be
Housewarming Guests
In Honor Of 0 . L. C. Frosh
McAuley Hall Is Locale
Of Party To Be First Of
Social Series.
Xavier University students will
be guests of Our Lady of Cincinnati College, Edgecliff, at a
housewarming par,ty Friday from
,.....~~~~~~~~~~~--.

McAuley Hall, formerly the
residence of the late Lawrence
Maxwell, prolninent Cincinnati music lover, was recently
purchased by the Religious
Sisters of Mercy wbo conduct
Our Lady of Cincinnati College. It had been leased by
the school since the sisters
opened it two years ago.
One of the building's features is the music room containing an organ said to have
been installed at a cost above
$160,000. Glass panels line
the walls on one side and art
glass windows are set in an

Reception To Take
Place In Biology
Building. Smoker
Will Folloiv.

ior class is present, is sponsoring
the affair. Miss Betty M. Wingerter of the junior class and
Miss Laura Howard of hte sophomore class are co-chairmen.
Assisting them will be the
Misses Betty Bush, Rita Riesenberg, Monica Drucker and Marry Angela Creed, Rosemary Ebgie Schloemer. The Misses Maertz and Bernice Soete are on
the Refreshment Committee.

FATHERS TO MARCH
IN BODY TO STADIUM
After Ganie Dads Will
Meet At Alms Hotel For
Banquet In Colonial
Kitchen.
~'. -~

·•.

Musltle Band
Appears In
H.N.Parade

Dads' Day on the Xavier Uni
With a score of new members
versity-an observance of four
added to its roster, the Clef
years' standing - will be cele
Club is plal'.lning a stag smoker.
brated Saturday in connection
A committee was appointed yeswith the West Virginia football
terday to crystalize the affair
game.
which is calculated to bring the
Enthusiasm .is runningi high
novices within the spirit and acamong the Dads' Day Commit
quaintanceship of the Glee Club.
tee headed by Mr. Adam F
Many of the old members are
Meyer.
At a special meeting
Xavier
R.O.T.C.
Musi·
not known to the recruit.s reheld at the Cincinnati Club last
cently inducted into Xavier's
cians March In First week, plans for the most elabor
Choral ensemble, and it is hoped
ate program since the founding
that this gathering will bring
Division Of Rally.
of the holiday were adopted.
about the harmony necessary for
J. B. Moorman, Dads' Day
the club's schedule.
. .. T.h_e Musketeer Band made its Club president, named the com
·· rri additioi:t..:t'o >'fts'"focti'.r·calen::.· ~-~~:~:·'r~:frfs,·.·-~~riJ'C:~ii~~~- third official appearance at the mittee which is assisting Mr
dar, which will consist of ap- contain d om e s t i c science Holy Name Rally last Sunday. Meyer.
The memb€rs of this
pearances at various functions, equipment and offices of The The R. 0. T. C. musicians fur- committee are: Dr. J. T. Clear
and holiday programs for unfor- Edgecliff, official college pub- nished the cadance for the J. J. Schmidt, John F. Feck, Vin
tunates in hospitals, the organi- lication.
. marching of the parishioners of cent H. Beckman, Sr., Anthony
zation plans to increase its activMore than 25 freshmen who St. Robert Bellarmine Chapel.
C. Elsaesser, William J. F. Roll
ities.
entered Our Lady of CincinThe Xavier band was recog- Nicholas J. Janson, Dr. R. Siegel
John T. Schack, president, nati College will be guests at riized as one of the smartest in E. G. Becker, Mr. Moorman
made it known that out-of-town the housewarming. Officers of the parade due to its snappy and Captain George E. · Wrockloff
concerts were being solicited. the College Club will conduct precise marching, and its martial and Rev. Oscar J. LaPlante, S
This season the Club expects to the visitors on a tour of the music.
~
J,, newly appointed faculty rep
build up a large itinery for ap- campus which includes a. new
resentative for the Dads' Club.
Since
the
band
has
completed
library.
pearances away from the city.
its reorganization and has setMore than five hundred invi
Since a percentage of the Clef
tled the few difficulties that be- tations to the dads o1 present and
Club is composed of dormitory 4 to 7 p. m. The function is set it at the outset of the year, former students were put in the
students who return home durit has been holding frequent mails early this week announcing
ing the holidays, the schedule scheduled as. the first of a series
the event.
practice sessions in preparation
An innovation is the invita·tio
for these periods will be filled by of reciprocal events which have for
the coming season.' . During
n
special subdivision groups, rath- the approval of authorities at this time practice has been held to all members of the family to
er than by the entire member- both institutions.
on Tuesdays, Wednesdays, and join the dads and sons. Moth
sh'
Fridays. At present the band is ers, sisters, and :brothers haye
McAuley
Hall,
center
of
the
ip. .
h Cl b
b
This year t e
u num ers girls' school social functions, will composed of thirty..ifive students, been asked .to enJo~ the entire
nearly fifty members, and it is ·be the locale of the housewarm- and this enrollment is expected : program which .begms. at 12:30
one of Xavier's most widely- ing. The College Club, of which to increas·e during the coming . Saturday and w1ll cntmue .thru
the early hours of ·the evenmg.
known activities.
·
Miss Beatrice Brink of the sen- wee k s.
Mr. J. ·J. Schmidt is ehairmal1'
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - of the reception and reg.istration
hour from 12:30 to 2 o'clock in
the Biology Building Lobby on
the Avondale campus. Here all
local
and out-of-town groups wm
V"
,
(...I
assemlble to become acquainted
"Divina Comedia" Will
and prepare for the big parade
Be Presented To Be·
· .
to the stadium for the game.
ground motion of one hundred- half-way 'round the globe is an
The parade will be led by a
gin Lecture Season.
I.
thousandth of a pinhead is easily ordinary, everyday occurrence at police escort and at its head will
•t·
t discernible; and that earthquakes the Seismological Observatory be the R. o. T. c. Band. The
1
12,000 miles a·way may be de- of Xavier University, in Cincin- I line of march will be out the un
Dante Club will present its'
tected? That some earthquakes nati.
When business is normal iversity drive to Dana down Da
first lecture ne~t Friday, Ocll .
come in swarms and last from out there in Cincinnati ~hey can na to th~ Parkiway,' past the
20 to· 70 days, with an almost u:i~a.lly count on one b1g quake
(Continued on Page 8)
tober 22, at Seton High School in
continual
trembling of the vlSltmg them at the observatory
Price Hill. The organization will
ground; and that sea waves 60 every week, and a baby quake ; - - - - - - - - - - - - inaugurate its season with the
feet high have resulted -from calling at least once every day.
ENGLISH CONTEST
presentation of "Divina ComIi there is one thing in life that oceanic upheavals?
That cerFurthermore, through years of
Particulars concerning the
edia"; Donald M. Middendorf, most of us are fairly certain of, tain definite areas of the earth's observation through the study of
Raymond J. Wilson, and John J. it is the stability of the firm and surface are more "nervous" than recurring tremors, our scientists annual Intercollegiate English
solid ground on which we walk others, and that here earthquakes have discovered that most -earth Contest held for the Jesuit
Brud·er will be the lecturers.
and on which we build our make themselves at home? That convulsions are confined to cerColleg~s of the Chicago and
Bruder was tentatively ap- houses~
"Not at all," says the California is traversed •by a great tain belts about the globe.
Missouri Province including
pointed as a member of the scientist.
" 'Terra firma' is an earth rift which runs for more
There are two main earth- Belize, British Honduras, were
Dante Club early this week by illusion!"· And one who has than 300 miles across mountain quake zones: one outlined by the Jacking at press time. The
Rev. John V. Usher, Moderator. experienced an e a r th q u a k e range and valley and 1barren des- Alps and lthe JM:editerranean, topic chosen for the 1937 conFormal tryouts for aspirants would ibe inclined to agree.
ert, and that along this "crack" the Caucasus, and the Himalay- test is "The Catholic Theatre
to membership in the club will
Did you know:
occur most of the large convul- as; the other surrounding the Movement."
Present indlcabe held in the very near future,
That we have several thous~ sions which shake the state?
Pacific Ocean, !following the tions are that a. number of
Middendorf, business manager, and earthquakes each year; and
.Surprising? To us, yes. But great mountain system of the Xavier students will enter, in
announced.
Prospective mem- .that somewhere ori the globe not to the man who knows his Western Hemisphere, and the an effort to maintain the place
·bers will submit their names to there is an earthquake every earthquakes and has learned festoons of islands on the ·bor- in the standing which the
'wnuam H. Russ, president, or to day? That we now have in- some of the mysteries of our fret- ders of Eastern Asia and Malay- school has held in the past.
struments so delicate that a ful wal'ld.
the moderator.
Recordhtg tremors
(Continued on Page 3)

Dante Club Will
Give First Lecture
At. Seton Friday

1-------------

• ·1n.ter•
Norfolk And Western Magazine
:ews Xavi·er University Seis_ moloaist

F . Stech s c h u 1t e
•
C e d As E m1nen
. J Th
A uthor1ty
e
Study Of Quakes.

l

I
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The statement, "A reversion to
the old order" was a case of gross
presumption on the part oi the
writer;
,,,.
In the second article, on the
ring committee, the writer further displayed his ignorance of
tray at Johnny. He need not call
Student Council activity.
In
for a war to give him relief.
the first place, the question of Mrs. Geo. Overbeck As
Thus far we have just considring committees has never been
ered war urge in its secondary
. £j
one for Student Council superChairman Of Social.
details for in such a way should ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' vision.
The matter is entirely
Mr. Rosten's remarks be consid- EDITOR'S NO'.l'E: This le the first in the hands oi the Junior Class
Xavier Booklovers chose vetered. Now, let us consider the of the letters written to the Edlt<n" by a president-just as it has always
concerning crumpus matters.
eran members to officiate in comquestion as whole, as though student
Purther
letters
of
a
constructive
naThe
Student
C<:>uncil
has
been.
BY C. F. HOLLEY
every man would see it. Do men ture wlll aid In making this column nothing to do with it and yet ing campus celebration. The folFrom the beginning of time like war? · Do men want war? and this paper a success.
the Council is made the chief of- lowing will act as hostesses: Mrs.
men have had wars, had peace, Do men crave war strongly? Men
fender I
The Council is the Geo. Overbeck, chairman; Mrs.
"goat", the source of all the evil. Jos. P. Kiefer, Mrs. J. A. Brockand then more wars. From the in general, from all indications Ta the Students of Xavier:
would answer in the negative.
According to the University It was also stated that the Coun- man, Mrs. Wm. Burke, Mrs. Arearliest days men have held up On the contrary they dislike war.
newspaper
code, the News is to cil ignored the issue when pre- thur Harper, Mrs. J. G. Moorideals of peace and have smashman, Mrs. Roger McDermott,
Defensive Tactics
serve as an expression for ALL, sented. In three years of Coun- Mrs.
V. H. Beckman, Mrs. A.
ed these ideals to small pieces
In our own country, the mil- not merely for individuals, and cil activity I have never heard Antonelli, Miss Florence Moran,
which they lalboriously pick up •t
1·
b
d f
·
the issue so much as mentioned.
i ary po icy has
een e ensive. hence, I take this opportunity to
J. T. Clear, Mrs. R. J. Blum,
May I again infarin the w.riter Mrs.
and try to cement together be- In an effort to outlaw war, thouMrs. Frank Camm . and Mrs.
sands
of
students
have
taken
a
stand
opposed
to
the
-articles
·that
the
Omncil
has
nothing
to
fore smashing again. In every
George Wrockloff. Plans for the
age the cycle is repeated at least pledge refusing to take up arms headed, "Student Council Wauld do with the Junior ring commit- social hour and refreshments are
once. Women, weeping, decry in any war the Uni•ted States Absorb Committee" and "Choos- tee?
in charge of Mrs. C. J. Donovan,
These
At present, my stand is solely chairman, and her committee of
war in loud terms; men curse it may conduct. In addition thou-. ing Rin~ Committees."
and its evils, yet war returns in sands of students in Catho~c articles it is true do contain some in defense of the Student Coun- Mrs. Wm. Helmick, .Mrs. A. B.
colleges have e:xcpressed a dis'
. '
cil. My letter is directed solely Post, Mrs. P. H. Hallbach, Mrs.
no uncertain fashion.
I Charles Enneking, Mrs. Harry
like of war but refused to take truth ibut misuse the meager at a misinformed individual.
War Versus Civilization
an un-Ame~ican pledge not to facts and it would be well to in- would advise the gentleman in Geers, Mrs. Carl Buse, Mrs. J.
By form the men of Xavier as to the question to consult the facts first A. Fogarty, Mrs. Wm. Ferguson,
Almost everybody agrees that support the government.
war is cruel, barbarous, unsound na.ture men sh,rinK. from shed- position of the Student Council and THEN level his attack at the and Mrs. A. B. Howe.
Council. If there is any other
economically.
Nevertheless, it d mg 0th.er mens bl 00 d and f rom in these matters.
Taking the Cauncil grip.a rankling in h1"s tur- ·:·~,....,~ .......~~.-.~
continues to be a threat to a pro- undergomg the feair of death and
.
.
.
"'
gressive civilization.
Pacifists suffedng. At most, their nature articles m order, the first pertams bulent mind, I will ,be ,glad to JULIUS A. LOHR, B.
P.
present a long list of disadvan- rebels against war rather than to the Social Committee revision. grant him an interview for clarTIIE FAVORITE BARBER
OF THE OAl\IJ.>UB
tages, examples of suffering and urges them toward it.
The sad state of social affairs, ification of facts.
hardships; yet they avail little
What then has been the cause here at Xavier, prior to the orYours f.or a continued, progres3757 Montgomerl: Road
or nothing. The League of Na- of war? 'l'he answer is three- ganization of the Social Commit- sive and successful Student
Two Barbers In _Attendance.
tions, an august body, tries to fold: Profits, personalities, and tee were: first, ~.lack oi pro~r Council,
Albert A. Stephan.
.._.,~~~~~r.·
maintain equilibrium among na- prejudices. With the exception financial sul)Crvis1on (and thJS
tions. Sometimes it succeeds; of the Crusades which .were holy was 75% of the evils); second, a
more often it fails. Why is war, wars sanctioned by Mother need f?r more pro~rly conductwe ask ourselves, and how can Church in an effort to wrest Je- ed social events; third, an aobolwe substitute peace for war?
rusalem from the infidels, all ition of unwieldy bodies to auBeginning Thursday
Even at this very moment the wa<rs have been made up of com- thorize the various committees
threat of war is heard in South- plex fi:bre having their roots in and to see that the campetent
.- ern Europe .and in the Far East. this trinity.
and responsible men were chosMemories of the great World
1
en on these committees.
Outlaw War Profits.
That first shortcoming was the
War are still fresh within· us,
How then can we keep · fi;om storm-center of the whole issue
two decades after the United
States entered it.- A mad scram- war? In the first place we must and when an efficient facu1ty
ble for rearmaments is in pro- l:>Y legislation take the profits out treasurer was aippointed things
gress among the greater powers of war. The power of munition began to look up; the regime of
and is creating a jealous tension barons is of.ten a.bove that of the "itching palm" was at a close.
The Social Cammittee effected
on the international scene. All kings· and with heavy hand they
that remains, it seems, iS a spark control in some measure the hap- much good and a social treaspiness or unhappiness of millions ury was acquired, but when the
to _set <?~. the. conflagr{ltion.
of their fellowmen.
books were closed last year what
D,o Men Crave War?
The second and third members was the s1tuation?
Three out
Some two years ago, while of the infamous trinity can be of five dances had failed! This
writing for Harpers, Mr. Leo C. dealt with by the application of was not entirely the social comRosten endeavored -to answer Christian principles.
Charity mittee's fault, the students had
the first question from a differ- must be exercised in internation- failed to come through.
The
ent angle in an article entitled al dealings. The nations of the committee, however, was poorly
Regularly
"Men Like War." In it, he stat- wo'rld must consider their affairs organized; the meetings were J
ed that war has a psychological of state in the light of ethics poorly attended; the students
origin. · He points out that man rather than expediency. Finally were "in the dark" on social af16.95
looks to war as an outlet for the an international body with su- fairs and discussions and the vaconflicts in his life, such as fam· pernatural principles should deal rious dance committees experily troubles, financial -difficulties, with matters of conflicts from i-. ienced great difficulty in getting
and the like. Furthermore, he true criteriology, such as in the hearings.
says, war presen1s an opportun- modern papal encyclicals.
Jumping into the breach, after
the council had <:>nly mildly disity to acquire glory a·nd to wear
Practical Christianity offers cussed the need for action, the ,
a uniform and to parade medals.
War offers a material diversion the solution of war. Will the writer !began to shake the old
skelet<:>ns oi the "spoils system."
in the lives of millions of human nations heed it?
Such is the wages of ignorance!
machines. All of these alluring
The council, seeking to remedy
indueements war offers and
the situation, adopted a policy
mans' inner nature responds
with these points in view: first, ,
with alacrity to the clarion note
You'll practically live in this jacket from fal1l through
keep the faculty treasurer, an i
of the trumpet.
early spring and through four years of college life.
assurance of financial stability \
Mr. Rosten sums up his posiNot
an extra-curricular novelty, but a campus essenand security (there were posi-'
tion as this: "War is an opporSporty cordovan horsehide trim and warm
tively no protests on this point); . ·tial!
tunity to act out in reality the
laskin
lamb
body with plaid lining for extra warmth.
arrange
a
more
,active
:
second,
conflicts of the personality.
It
schedule, keep the social affairs l
Sizes 36 to 46. Go packing off to out-of-town games
is an escape· from, and hence a
in it! Snow ball-ing around the campus! It's warm
solution of, internal crises which Various. Committees Are before the students, have regular
meetings in Student Council and
are devastating and unbearable."
and good looking!
He continues: "Men denounce Named To Aid In Pro· have .the Student Council completely informed on the business
war-rationally. But psychologgram
On
(:ampus.
at hand.
'J:lhe writer cried out
22.50-27.50 Suits, Topcoats,
ically, in the deepest recesses of
"Wolves!" Were we taking the.
the personality-men like war."
Overcoats .. . . .. .. .. .. . . .. . . . . .. . .. .. . ..
school over?
Why have only
Emotional Outlet
The regular :rp.eeting of the 40 % of the dances successful,
Strictly new fall and winter fabrics!
Each
Jn his last statement, Mr. Ros- Booklovers' Association of Xa- let's have 1003!
Strictly new fall styling including
The dances, prior to the incepten would evidently desire us to vier University will be held on
draped, regular and novelty models ..
believe that the roots of war are Wednesday, October 20, in the tion of the social committee, were
in the psychological make up of loblby of the Biology Building, at all losses-'50 says the writer.
3 MONTHS TO PAY.
man, that they are inherent with- 2 P. M., with the president, Mrs. That is positively untrue; almost
every dance was successful but
in his being.
Undoubtedly his Louis Tuke, presiding.
Regular 2.50 Wool Sweaters ,.......................
words are partly true, but cerInvitations have been sent to the graf.ters took the success out I
tainly not entirely. Here's one the mothers of all freshmen stu- .:>f it financially (which is the
dents at the University asking pivotal poit of the writer's enanswer to Mr. Roster.
Better White Broadcloth Shirts, 1.19, or
No two men are e.ndowed with them to attend a Tea which the tire piece) . The complete de3 for •
the same abilities, but everyone Program Committee, consisting struction of the social committee
· does not produce a war. Less of Mrs. Bertha Kohlhoff, chair- was never intended, the counradical means are certainly at man, Mrs. Adolph Koch, Mrs. J. cil desired to rejuvenate and dehand and war is not a cure for B. Casello and Mrs. J, A. Flick, fine its powers, whieh was not
1.50-1.95 Pajamas, new colors ......................
the common human ills. Many of have planned in their honor. done clearly when granted by the
these same troubles can be Rev. Dennis Burns, president of council in the first .place in 1934.
· avoided, we are told quite fre- the University, will give the ad- 9'<_ _ _ _ _. __ _ _ _. _ . _ , _
,· quently now-adays by a change dress of welcome and will intro- JULIUS A. LOHR, B. S. P.
FIRST AND SECOND FLOORS
1 to a caffein-less coffee or to sub- duce the other mem.bers of the
THE FAVORITE BARBER
. stitutes for coffee, by going to a faculty. An opportunity ·1 will
OF TRE OAMJ.>US
good show. Or' a man might also ·be given to those present to
3757 Montgomery Road
.· vent his emotional strain in fam- meet the commanding officers of
XEBVAO
l ily matters by arguing with the Xavier University unit of the
BcAlp and lldr Treatmonte
l neighbors or by throwing an aah Reserve Officers Training Corps.

National .Question
Of War Discussed

:Article In Harpers
By Leo C. Rosten
Criticized.

Veterau Members ·
W i 11 Officiate At
Campus Reception

the
reader

wrz•'-es

s.

I

1

October Sales
Students' Sporty New
Lasltln Lamb Jacliets

13-98

Booklover' s Club
To Hold Meeting
For Neiv Members

19•9 5

1.98
3 50-

1.3 7

~
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Monday Date
Mag·azine Interviews
Xavier Seismologist Of Second
n··e hate
between the arrival <>f .these two
(C-Ontinued from Page
1)

sia.
Think back and see if it
isn't true that practically every
great quake you have ever read
about has happened within these
zones.
The physicist doesn't
say that a quake will never come
outside these areas. But if you
live 1beyond the limits named
above, don't live in trepidation.
Now for that visit to cindnnati, and to the Seismological
Observatory at Xavier University. Here we found out a lot
of things we didn't know before
about earthquakes. How a quake
in the South Pacific can send its
message all the way 'round the
globe and write its "signature"
on a piece of paper in Oincinnati.
How scientists can tell
from this "signature" just how
many miles away the quake is;
whether it is north, south, east
or west; and the exact portion
of rthe globe which has been
shaken. We found out, too, why
the scientist studies earthquakes,
and what they teach him about
the geological structure ·of 1our
planet.
Leaves Calling Cai·d
We said that an earthquake
le.aves its "signature" when it
calls at the seismological observatOTy.
Or as one famous seismologist has said:
"Every quake leaves its visiting card under our seismic observatory door.
A violent earthquake visited northern India recently and some 10 minutes later
its visiting card was urider our
d-0or. With our instruments we
can tell the distance and the direction of a certain quake. And
since we have the addresses of
mmrly all quakes that are likely
to call at any time, we can us:Ual'ly say: 'There•s that :South
Mexican quake calling again', or
'There is that Aleutian Island
quake calling again,."
It isn't really quite as simple
as that.
But Father Victor C.
Stechschulte-professor of physics at Xavier Universify and director of the University Seismological Observatory-will try
to ·reduce this very <:omplicated
busiess of "seimology" to terms
which you and I can <:ornprehend.
·
Dedicate Instruments
How does an earthquake in
India write its name in Cincinnati? First of all, it must have
paper to write on, a point to
write with, and a steady guiding
hand to form its name.
All of
these are provided in the observatory; and the earthquake is
allowed to do its own writing on
instruments which are called
We said ear"seismographs."
lier in our article that these instruments - are so delicate that a
ground motion of one hundredthousandth of a pinhead is easily
discern~ble.
The seismograph is
to the earthquake student what
a microscope is to the student of
botany or zoology. Shall we
have a look at one of these seismographs? Father Stechschulte
directs us to the basement. There
-set on <:oncrete pillars which
extend beneath the ground and
rest on bed rock-we find a number of these little instruments.
But tbe'fore we can understand
how they operate we must let
the seismologist tell us something about the nature of earthquake waves and how they are
transmitted through <the ground.
Speed Of A Quake
The quiver that is sent through
the earth from every quake is a
double quiver. The· first pushes or compresses the earth ahead
of it and is called a "compressional" or "longitudinal" quiver.
It .travels through the earth at
an average speed of five miles a
second. The other quiver is a
·~twist"
quiver, twisting and
shaking the earth froin side to
side as it travels.
This wave
goes more slowly than the first,
averaging only three miles a second. The farther. an observatory is from the scene of a quake
the longer will be the interval

quive·rs, and the more drawn out
will ibe the signatur.e of the
quake. In addition to the push
and shake waves, a third wavea combiation of the two-travels
around the outside of the earth
and arrives much later.
This
combination wave is n<>t used in
estimating .the distance of the
quake but provides a useful
check on the correct answer.
Thus the quake writes its Christian name, so to speak, with the
first set of quivers; and its surname with the second set.
If
a long time elapses between the
first and _second set of waves, we
:K:ow that it 'is a distant quake
which is ·calling at the observatory.
If the two quivers come
close together, we know it is a:
close quake.
And we can t1~ll
the exact distance from the observatory by measuring carefully just how far apart the two
quivers are on our record. The
record moves at a constant rate
under the recording needle, or
beam of light,_ and every minute
is marked automatically by the
clock. We compute the distance
of an earthquake from a record
by measuring the number of seconds that elapse between the arrival of the, "push" wave and
the arrival of the "twist" wave.
For instance, imagine a man and
a iboy starting !from the same
point at the same instant and
traveling at different speeds. It
is only necessary to know the
exact time when each arrives at
a given point to derive the distance of the starting point. Remember your seventh grade arithmetic?
Earth's Interior?
The sligihtest motion of the
ground can be-and is-magnified tremendously on rthe chart
which the seismograph makes.
instruments in the Xavier University Observatory are so delicate that they will pick up traffic ipassing in the street outside
the school, classes changing in
the same building. But this record of traffic is entirely different from an earthquake record
and no experienced seismologist
has any trouble distinguishing
between them.
What does an earthquake tell
us aibout the earth's interior? Is
it a solid or a liquid?
As we mentioned a few minutes ago, one of the waves started by an earthquake is called a
"twist" wave.
Now this particular wave can travel only
through a solid.
If it passes
througih the core of the earth,
then we may 'be sure thait the
core is solid. If this wave does
not come through the core, then
the earth must have a liquid center as g.eologists have thought for
many years. Seismolagists have
not yet been able to furnish agsolute and undeniaJble proof that
these waves do pass through the
globe, but they are reasonably
sure the "twist" wave does travel
through the core and hence that
the earth's core is solid.
So
much for the interior of the globe.
Source Deep In Earth
What has recent earthquake
study taught us about ibhe crust
of the world, the pa rt on which
we live? Until a few years ago
it was thought that earthquakes
only occurred in the outside layer of the globe, comparatively
near rthe surface or within a
depth of 20 or 30 miles.
Recently, •however, it has become
appar~nt that quakes d<> -happen
at much greater depths than this.
We have ·reason to believe today
that they may take place at
a depth of 500 milee.
The
depth of the crystalline crust in
which fractures might take place
has been variously estimated
from 10 to 30 or 40 miles, 1below
which the supposed "region of
flow" would make a' quake impossible. If convulsions can occur 500 miles underground then
this outside crust mu.5t be deeper than the geologists had suspected.
Yes,
Artificial earthquakes?

McN earney, Moore,
Smith And Luken To
Take Part In Philope·
dian Debate Mon_day.
The Philopedian Society will
hold its second debate of the

PAGE THREE

year at the next meeting on
Monday, October 18. The topic
for discussion will ibe: . "Resolved
that civil service be employed to
determine all positions appointed by elected civil authorities."
Three Newcomers
The affirmative team will be
composed of Francis X. McNearney and Donald Moore; their opponents on the negative will be
Vincent E. Smith and Frank L.
Luken.
This debate will mark the first
appearance of Frank L. Luken,
Francis X. McNerney, and Donald Moore. One of the members

man can produce them on a
small scale ·by setting off an explosive in the ground.
"Imitation" quakes are being used t<>day to prospect for oil and coal.
Charges of dynamite are set off
in the region to be studied, and
the waves sent ou't from the explosion are reflected iback to the
surface from rock layers at various depths.
Portable seismographs are placed on the surface
at known . distances from the
center of the "arrtifidal" quake.
The .time of the arrival of eartharea is ,carefully observed on
these instruments and this time
gives a clue to the structure of
the ground !through which the
waves have passed.
Progressing As A Science
The study of earthquakes requires mutual assistance and coordination of effort on the part
oif observatories scattered throughout the world.
The ·records
written by quakes on ithe little
instruments which man has
placed at numerous points on
the 1globe must be made available for study and comparison
by all scientists engaged in seismological work. It was because
of this need for closer coordination of effort that the Jesuit
Seismofogical Association - ·Of
which Xavier University is a
member-was formed in 1927.
This voluntary organization <>f
seismological stations, in the Jesuit universities and <:alleges of
the United . States and Canada,
forms a strong link in the great
international program of earthquake investigation.

of the club will ·be appointed as
a critic judge of the debate.
The speeches in this debate
will follow the new rules adopted at the last meeting. Constructive speeches will be limited to eight minutes and rebuttals to four minutes.
Atter the business of the debate the Philopedian Society will
discuss plans for the formation
of a varsity debating team. Before the adjournment of the
meeting a program for the next
session will be drawn up, and
topics for future debates will be
announced.

Suh!

Yes

~

BILLY

SNIDER

AND

HIS

KENTUCKY

COLONELS

OPENS A NEW STAY OCT. 14th

RAT HS KE l L E R
to Play for Dinner and Supper Dancing

SAY, .JUST 5"'1EU..
1HE PIPE-SMOl<E
COMING OUT OF
THAT CAR. ISN'T
IT SWELL?

WHY DON'T
YOU BOYS
SMOKE
FRAGRANT

O~ ! JOE, l-lE 1S
GO'TTEN AWAY.
MAYBE WE CAN

'TOBACCO

;; CAICH UP Wl'TH

LI K.E 11-lAT ?

HIM Ai THE NEXT
'TRAFFIC LIGHT

'THE MAN AT 'THE 5r0RE

WHERE WE BOUGHT PRINCE
ALBERT SAYS 'THE NO·BITE
PROCESS TAKES
HARSHl-IESS, AND "THE
CRIMP CLTT MAKES IT
BURN SLOW AND EASY

our

0

THERE~

A MILDER RICHER•TASTING TOBACCO
FOR YOUR PIPE: IT~ PRINCE ALBERT. P.A. GIVES A
SMOOTHER SMOKE, BECAUSE ITS NO-BITE PROCESSED

AND CRIMP CUT. YET P.A. HAS THE FULL BODY
FOR REAL SMOKING SATISFACTION

50

pipefula of fragrant tobacco in
every 2-oz. tin of Prine• Albert
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A 'FTER

witnessing a perfomnance tOlf
Eugenie Leontovich's pleasant Russian comedy, "Tovarich," last week, one
left the theatre with a feeling which is
only experienced when an excellent dramatic piece has been staged.
It is a
feeling of exhilaration-an inner-glowing
of satisfaction.
Never, as yet, has the
motion picture been able to produ<:e so
singular an effect. This sensation is reserved for those who patronize the legitimate theatre.
In Cincinnati the fine art of stage craft
has been sorely neglected in the past few
Last year, steps were taken toyears.
wards a better season hut the flood
checked ·beeficial advances. This season
loyal Cincinnati theatre-goers are to be
treated to savory dishes of legitimate
production.
"Tovarich", one of the
brightest comedies of the past season, 'began the imp-0sing list orf ·plays which will
visit the Queen City in 1937-1938. .Soon,
the Central City production of Ibsen's
"Doll House" will be sta~ed. Also, "Antony and Cleopatra" witli Tallulah Bankhead and Conway Tearle and then the
great star Helen Hayes, in "Victoria Regina."
As cultured gentlemen, possessing an
appreciation of the finer things, let us
too e:l!lperience that particular sensation
reserved alone for those who patronize
the legitimate theatre.
-A. A. S.

let him do it in that incidental mannerthat of a priest warning his flock against
evil men and evil things-which brought
him such a great following just a short
time ago.
Let him profit by the mistake he has made in organizing a political party and thus return to his old nonpartisan method of speech.
If he does
this, we are sure his following will come
back in even greater numbers. For this
multitude, although Father Coughlin has
made mistakes, cannot forget that he
made them in seeking justice for them.
-J. A. J.

SODALITY PLACED
IN THE HANDS
OF STUDENTS
TO Thursay and Friday of last
..."ORIOR
week, when everyone on the campus

was informed of the matter, many stu:1.ents were inquiring about Sodality re~sodated Colle5iate Press
organization.
It is hoped that it is a
1ood
sign.
Governments the world over seem to
Last year, due to the addition of new
be getting out of hamd.
Wanted: A government that will tend to its own bttsi- ~ourses on the school curricula, the Soness and govern.
:lality was deprived of a regular hour on
----x:----~he calendar, the second Religion class of
the week .for the entire student body was
no longer able to meet concomitantly,
l\Jembor: Jesuit Oollego Newspaper Association.
National College Press Association, Ohio Oollege
which fact, in previous years, had given
Nowspa11er Association.
BY JOHN FOGARTY
~he Sodality opportunity to assemble.
RBPRltSKNTED POR NATIONAL. ADVBRTISINC2i BY
National Advertising Service, Inc.
The fact that there was no full and
QNE MORIE WEEK staggers by, the
Col/111 Publl•h1n R1Pr•S1ntallv1
year becomes shorter, the list of ~easonaible time for the Sodality to con420 MADISON AVE.
NEW YORK, N. y,
CHICAGO • BOSTON • LOS AHG!U.S • SAN FRANCISCO
over-due assignments becomes longer, vene had much to do with the falling off
and those ghastly mid-semester tests ln attendance at the brief and inconvenEditor .................... EDWARD J. KENNEDY, JR,
creep closer, looming ever more ominous. '.ent meetings of last year.
Near the
Business lllauager ........ ROGER J. JlloDERlllOTT
(Also 'ol man river jus' keeps rollin'
~lose of the last school year and again
ROBERT OU!llllIINS
along).
Although no music lover, Tad
Managing Editors OHARLES L. l\JcEVOY
DONALD 1\1. MIDDENDORF
"Poppy" Baker, by his own statement is ·his semester, both the Sodality officers
JAOK A. JONES
fiddling around the Conservatory of Mu- 3.nd the old and the new moderator have
l!ews Editors ..... { RAYMOND J. WILSON, JR.
sic-.three
'concerts' last week.
~,ram worked hard in order to procure a place
JAOI{ E. FOGARTY
U. C.'s. paper of O<:tober 9: " ... (Count) 1n the schedule.
Feature Editors • ,J,UIES J. HAUSMAN
OLARENOE F. HOLLEY
One of the major problems which stn- Basie, the pianist, and a few others, earNow, at long last, overcoming the alSports Editor .................. ALBERT A. STEPHAN
dents of international politics is which of ried on and in 1035 were playing in a
-nost insurmountable difficulty CYf schedule
FRANK L. LUKEN
the Chinese governments the Japanese small night club in Kansas City." Which
Clopy Editors ..... ELMER J. GBUBEB
~onflicts, a Sodality hour has been obJOHN J. BRUDER
have insulted.
goes to show that the Indians didn'.t do
.
ained through the assistance and grace
ALEXANDER W. HEOK
all their dancing around ·camp fires, as
MELVIN TEPE
1f school authorities. The meeting time,
we suspected.
New version of history:
Asslstant81 ............. PAUL BECIK!llAN
off the air:or the present, at least, will ibe one of
J,EN O. DONLIN
One if by land, two if by sea; if they
l'AUL J. GEERS
FATHER COUGHLIN has quit braad- don't come at all, the beer is on me. ··he intermittent Mondays, between fortOharles · :Phahler
Andrew H. Brown
Edward A. Ryan
·casting.
This statement that the Win, lose, or draw, R. E. Cummins, also 1ightly Philopedian Society meetings.
l!"rancle :P. Burke
Jnck Schuh
:Paul O. Centner
rhetorical
priest
from Royal Oak, Michi- known as Lady Ester, Prima, etc., played \fortthly meetings, therefore, will b€ held
!llclvln O. Tepe
Lawrence Helm
Rlchnrd Wolngnrtner
Robert Kissel
gan
would
cancel
his radio .contract came a great gob 'm A-1 football at Rhode Is- mder the new plan.
Willln.:m Roll
Rubert Koch
To many this new order may seem to
as
an
utter
surprise.
As to what was land last Friday. And we may as well
Francis X. l\lcNerney
the real reason for Father Coughlin's re- be resigned to the defeat-it was simply '::le very unenthusiastic, to b€ not ambiThis is to a certain extirement, we shall not endeavor to con- an act of Providence.
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 14, 1937
.Someone would :ious enough.
jecture here.
We wish merely to ap- have said that sooner or later, so why :ent .true, and was intended thus.
preciate Father Coughlin in his true not us?
It is inconceivable that any student
Well the Mermaid Tavern delet's have morelight.
feated .the News staff in a terriffic game >hould find reason now to miss any SoNE OF THE most encouraging and
As his listeners will recall, Father of football by the score of 12 to 6. They :lality meeting; it is hoped that no stusensible campus develpments in re- Coughlin had been giving regular radio say that the Fish Fellers should have had :lent will wish to do so.
cent years has .b€en the "get acquainted" addresses from The Shrine of the Little another six but a lowly official, seeing one
".Dhe moderator of the Sodality, Fr.
program developed by Our Lady of Cin- Flower in Royal Oak, Michigan for little of'' the Taverners tearing (or should we Bernard Sellmeyer, S.J., has signified
cinnati College. The girls' school at the more than a decade. He started out by say 'moving') away for another marker, :hat the Sodality will b€ entirely in the
other end of Victory Parkway sees no delivering weekly sermons to the mem- suddenly called time out, thereby clip- hands of its members. Any reasonable,
reason why a ·bond of soci~bility should bers of his flock. Later he began to in- ping six points from the score of the pertinent, and interesting .plan for a pronot exist ·between it and Xavier Univer- corporate into his talks, topics af a polit- Finy Brotherhood. Then there was the gram, or a series of programs from the
With this adition to the photographer who would frame your >tudents themselves is solicited, and if
sity. We heartily echo that sentiment. ical nature.
Another presented, will be carried out.
10. L. C.'s. houswarming party tomor- subject-matter of his discourses, his audi- best friend for fifty cents.
This is
row (Friday) from 4 to 7 p. m. is a con- ence came to consist of many outside of member of the correspondence-school of in keeping with the resolution of the ofNext he thought is Frosh Harporing, who carries 1cers to make the Sodality a living thing
crete example of the kind of sociability the immediate congregation.
was
allotted
time
on
a
local
radio
station on with Mary Ann in Louisville via Un- which will of its very nature invite every
we mean.
Xavier is not a co-educa-:
The sugges- student.
tional institution and neither is 9ur Lady for his weekly talks. His growing pop- cle :Sam's postal system.
of Cincinnati College, but there are very ularity next won him a contract with a tion in last week's News that junior class
The program is instructive, it is not
presidents might sell positions on the over-enthusiastic, will not interest only a
substantial arguments to support the as- national network of stations.
Once on a national "hookup", Father ring committee (imagine that m' dear few, will form a definite rbasis of real
sociation of students at both schools. The
young men and young women at the in- Coughlin set no limit to his topics of dis- Peabody) is not •bad at all. Future wise Catholic Action among the student -body.
One Sunday, he would discuss class prexies should pick up a few dabs
stitutions normally desire, and rightly so, csusion.
The devotional and religious activities
For of the Sodality will be confined to the
the drought of the Midwest; the next he of dough on the strength of this.
acquaintance with one another.
The quest for friends among the op- would discuss the failure of the League a nominal sum we will work out a system chapel during the regular Mass period.
Aigain, Father Coughlin for them. Our motto is, Don't be self- The Monday meetings iwill be devoted
posite sex is basic among young people of Nations.
would
give
a
series
of talks showing how ish-spread the graft around. A trio of entirely to the program selected by the
in and out of school. Xavier and 0. L.
C. are Catholic institutions, bulwarks of a certain financier evaded the income tax dorm freshmen won't have to warry officers and by the students.
that faith which makes Christian family laws, or a series, telling af corruption in aibout getting in on time this week end, for
In the past the most successful and
life •a cornerstone af the race.· It is not different appropriations of Congress. His due to an unfortunate miscalculation popular Sodality activity from the stuBut dent viewpoint has proven to be the apthat we expect marriages to result di- e:l!lposures of all types of crimes of the last week end, they won't be out!
then,
.what
could
be
more
beautiful
than
high
financiers
·gained
for
him
a
mighty
rectly from associations of Catholic colpearance of various speakers of renown
lege students, but it seems useless to be- following. 'Several times during this Elet Hall in the evening; unless it's any to address the group on important, timewail leakage from the Church, mixed period his enemies tried to keep him place else in the evening.
ly topics.
This plan will be employed
But they were
The gat ·who looks the smoothest
marriages ad fraternity with modern from the microphone.
to a considerable extent during the year.
May be the one to phone,
loose thinkers if no efforts are made to unsuccessful; for he even paid for his
As the :Sodality prepares to get under
But what if 'twixt her shell like ears,
encourage Catholic young men and wo- time on the air to thwart these enemies.
way it needs ideas for action from the soThere's just a mass of bone? .
At the height of his fame, Father
men to ·become at least acquainted with
dalists.
Now that the work has been
Coughlin organized his "National Union
one another.
Rrrrudolpho Clement stomping it out placed upon its members, it is hoped they
This, as all recall, to Jimmy· Dorsey's beat last Saturday. will prove themselves worthy of the trust.
Authorities at Xavier and O. L. C. hap- for Social Justice".
pily take -this view of what is growing to was a political organization. About this From Clifton to College Hill is quite a The question of the utility of a Sodality
b€ a serious problem among Catholic time Father Coughlin who had supported trip isn't it, Rudolph? News that should here at Xavier must be answered ·by the
young men and rwomen.
'It shows a President Roosevelt in his first campaign sound like the rustle of bills in the wal- students.
There is no doubt among the authoritrend that each Xavier student who can in 1932; now turned against the Chief Ex- lets of a few of you (about 340 of ya) is
do so must encourage tomorrow iby at- ecutive. As a result his organization de- that Monday nights will be College Night ties that the students are able to bring
tending the housewarming.
There are termined to oppose Roosevelt.in the 1936 at the Gibson-no cover, no minimum, forth a new and different type of Sodality, no1· should there be any doubt among
no nahhatin'.
freshmen at both schools who need to be election.
During his campaign, the radio-priest
made feel at home.
Words which lead to almost instant the students, and they are asked to show
Do .your part then to make Vktory several times publicly tiraded against the unpopularity on the part of ill-advised it.
Parkway something more than just a President. As a consequence his following females: "Let's not go yet; I'm still hunboulevard skirting both schools.
Make started to fall off, foreshadowing the final gry"; "This place bores me, let's go
"Their mi·nds are soft and donnant.
it a connecting link.
And might we crushing defeat of the National Union for somewhere else" . The latter not only They do not know how to work; the.y do
suggest that the Xavier Student Council Social Justice in the November election. arouses a lad's animosity lbut· 1n some not know how to study; they do not know
reciprocate the gracious gesture of 0. L.
Now that Father Coughlin has ifewer circles will result in bodily injury. An- how to reason; they do not know how to
C. in ·the very near .future?
followers, we deem it no reason that he other good one is: "Your car doesn't run discriminate between the central core of
should retire.
Let him rather again very well does it?" ·Something like that things and the surrounding trimmings."
Kansas State College has adopted a broadcast, not as in his most recent days, would kilf George Overbeck on. the spot. This is tlie descriptio1t of freshmen as givLet Give us them there oars Spike, it's time en by President Patrick J. Mahan, S.J.,
policy of voluntary class attendamce for but as he did a few years back.
him again discuss national problems but to go back home.
of Creighton university.
seniors.
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Strictly·

Speaking
By
VINCENT E. SMITH

WEEK WE HAD occasL'A.ST
wn to refer briefly to what
was confusingly dubbed by a
group of sentimentalists in New
York as "the Church's policy in
democratie' countries." Such an
allusion deserves more than the
passing challenge we could make
to it at that time. It reflects a
somewhat widespread denial of
a basic religious concept and belies man's current moral norm
of sentimentality. It also indicates clearly the wisdom of the
Holy Father's recent caution to
remember the essentially spiritual nature of Catholic Action.

* * :•

T IS A very self-evident fact
that the Church is a spiritual
institution, patterned nineteen
hundred years ago by a Divine
Focnder and insisting through all
that time upon the supernatural
end and destiny of man. One of
the crowning marks of that
Church has been its Holiness as
much in its members as in its
Founder and its doctrine. One of
its unique commands has been
detachment as a means of perfecting man's nature and achieving his ultimate end of beatitude. Thus, the Church has no
direct concern with democracy
nor any other terrestial institution. As we once heard a prominent convert lecturer strikingly put it: "The Church has absolutely no interest in the things
of this world because Christ's
Kingdom is not of this world.
This world belongs to the powers of darkness." The Church
has ever emphasized that all
human activity, even though apparently mundane and material
alone, must be innervated by
supra-mundane and immaterial
considerations.
Unfortunately non-Catholic
Christians as a whole have embraced this idea in its converse.
By the very nature of their protest against authority-in whi,ch
we must also include the authority of each other - they make
what they think is an objective
code merely a means of justifying their selfish sentimentality.
Abandoning the supernatural
elements of their Catholic tradition, they form, for example,
such groups as the Church's
League . for Industrial Democracy; they follow such speakers as
a Socialist leader who must-to
be logical-deny all the sanities
for which religion should stand.
In other words, they make their
religion purely inductive and
pragmatic, depending upon tile
time and place of its application.

I

* * ·~
fOR THE NEW YORK sentimentalists, it reflects their
own misconcept of religion as
well as their misunderstanding
of Catholic Christianity to speak
of the Church's policy toward
democracy. The Church is an
organic body of men who possess timeless-- truth. The material elements which comprise
man's environment must be made
to conform to that truth to justify their existence. Never must
truth be altered to fit into a material, m a n-m ad e receptacle.
Thus the principles of liberty,
equality, and fraternity are not
evil in themselves; they only
become evil by their failure to
acknowledge the authority of
absolute truth. Whenever the
Church takes issue with governments or economic systems, it
does so not to attack the accidental institutions which gov,ernment and economics are -in
themselves but of the truth, or
rather the lack of it, which they
manifest. The Church does not
condemn Marx as an economist;
it condemns him as a metaphysician who flouts the truths of
Christian doctrine.· Nor does the
Church maintain an index of
forbidden books because such

.books violate • the canons of literary form; it condemns .such
books ·bec~~se of their effect upon the spmtual soul of man. In
general, the Church has espoused democracy not because its
liberties aid in the material emolument of man but !because
right freedom enables him to develop his distinctively spiritual
nature. Holy orders, like the
non-<Catholic ministry, endow
an individual with no gifts that
make him a scholar in economics as such literature as such,
government as such, and so on.
It is only when spiritual values
arc at stake in these subjects
that a priest, by virtue of his
priesthood, can speak with authority. Catholics, it· seems, are
unique in this contention.

* * *

JT IS SOMEWHAT pathetic then
to observe in a presumalbly
supernatural religion committees
and sub-committees for the
achievement of material ends.
That, it seems, is a denial that
the theology of that particular
church is valid. Pius XI was
quoted somewhat along· this line
in a recent caution to Catholic
Actionists to keep their cause
above the level of politics. For
if men are informed by a theology that contains truth, then it
should follow that their society
would enjoy the fullest measure
of peace and happiness. Political and industrial affiliations
localize and individualize what
should be a universally prevalent condition; and if modern
man re-discovers the traditional
sanities of his culture, political
and industrial difficulties will be
remedied without a conscious,
specific attempt to solve them.
For both political and industrial
systems should be deductive from
the aibsolute, not inductive from
utilitarianism.
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Well, Fog and I pull into R. ·I.
before the team, see; but when I
glimpse our lads before the game
they look great so I immediately
go out and bet seven cucumbers
on Prov. to place. I also bet two
for Nebel and likewise for Lagaly. So the next A. M. Fred is
trying to sell his extra shirt to
get money for a short beer in
N. Y. Pappy is giving the local
shoe shine boys some stiff competition and I am finally forced
to spend a night in my father's
fine but heaterless car.

* * *

NO HOLD.S BARRED
I can't think of a subtle way
of saying, "We wuz robbed" at
Providence, so I won't even
mention it. I won't even mention that the pugnacious Providencers gained most of their
ground between plays. .One official in particular was breaking
away for 15 yards every time
he carried ·the ball. In h'is youth
as a boy scout he probably enjoyed all night hikes. The other
must have thought he was refereeing a Golden Gloves tourn"
ament, for he did little more
than break clinches and warn
the boys about hitting after the
whistle was blown. But as I
say, I won't even mention it.
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- Swmg ~us1c seems .to have
take~ the citadel of public favor
and is . apparently supreme on
every sid.e. From Ike's Cafe to
the Starlight Roo~, current orchestra~ are featur~ng that brand
of music:il en~ertamment..
.
Ha~cLbill~, billboards,. g~ttermg
electric signs - all msist on
SWIING. · There seems to be no
esc~pe;
even the orchestras
which heretof<;>re featured ballads and. sent~mental numlbers
are showii:ig ~igns of weakness
and a~e diver~mg at least a part
of their energies to the .slap-andslash stuff. Of cou_rse, it may be
argued that the popularity of
swin.g music augers well fo~ i~s
conti!'lued success, and tha~ it is
de~mtely her.e ~o stay; still we
bellev~ that it is .no more than
a pas;;mg ..fad .. ,,,.
.
. Sw.mg. music is a .contrad1chon m terms; at least if the presentations we have. heard were
ac~~rate repr~ductlons of . the
ongmal. Music, w~ know, is a
form of a~t .<seekmg to mo~e
one emot10nally) expressed m
sound. Just what swing is no
one seems to know very definitely. The greater the number of
drums and cymbals, the louder
and more off key the brasses,
the fewer the strings and woodwinds, the better the swing music. Jf we postulate h~rmony as
one of the prime principles of all
music-and the tradition of the
art fully warrants such a postulate-we must admit that swing
does not fit the definition of the
art; in short, it is not music. For
all the effect it has upon the
emotions of the bearer, one
might just as well run a few
whirring buzz-saws in unison
with a compressed air-drill and
a locomotive whistle. If such an
'orchestra' were hidden behind a
curtain, your modern devotee of
swing music would be unable to
tell the difference.
Yet this is the stuff that is being passed off on our modern
night-club goers and radio addicts 'as music. From long association they have become convinced that this is music, and
when they come in contact with
what is I really artistic in the
world of sound, they do not recognize it as such.
They contentedly believe that the abysmal noise they have been absor.bing is the real thing.
Because such enjoyment requires a degree of preliminary
knowledge, a period of apprenticeship before it reaches its full
fruition, one must expose himself to an art for a long while.
When he has done that he will
begin to get the rich meaning
that each stroke of the artist
conveys; he will come to look
for more and more until he loses himself in the intense search
which he finds is endless. The
preliminary period will be to
him as his formal education; he
pursues such a course not for
the present enjoyment he derives
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WHILE DIALING

~~ proba<bly add

By
ELMER J. GRUBER

I'm in again, folks! And in a
somewhat bewildered rnoodwondering why I'm pulblishing
the following letter I received
this week (if you really must
know, it's just to supply some
humor to this column):
Dear "Elimer":
In my opinion, there is one
column in this paper which
should not be called a column
at all. I refer to that a.trocious
thing called ''While Dialing."
Why must you force such tripe
on us every week?
Your reader,
Jack Bruder.
To put him to shame publicly:
My dear atrocious friend:
If you don't like "While Dialing," I'm really terribly sorry.
(Oh ye<i;h!) But at least this tripe
(your opinion) gets printed and
not laid to rest in the type-setter's graveyard, as has been the
fate of your tripe. Until your
tripe is printed, please refrain
from criticizing my tripe.
Yours "tripely"
E. J. G.
·~

* *

To return, however, to the
business of this tri-1 mean column-let me do some recommending. .It's the "Pontiac Varsity Show" this time, heard every Friday at 9:00 p. m., over
NBC and WillW. For real college atmosphere, there's nothing
better--save, of course, football
games. Originating on the campuses of the country's leading
colleges, the progr.am features
songs and entertainment by student talent.
Last Friday night during_ the
interval preceding the telegraphic reports of the Xavier-Providence game, a WCPO announcer
referred to the musical voice of
Harry :Hartmann.
I wonder
where he thinks the music is. I
haven't noticed any.
•

* * *

A new dramatic show is scheduled to have its premiere over
OBS, October 19. Originally billed for the starring roles were
Edward G. Robinson and Glenda
Farrell, but the rumor is that
Robert Taylor and Barbara Stanwyck may get the nod. The lat~
ter two would definitely place
the show in the "must hear"
class.
... * · ·
Things we could do without:
Serials like "Betty and Bob" ...
baseball announcers like the ones
we heard as guests during the
Wheaties Announcer Contest this
summer . . . seven~minute soap
commercials on fifteen-minute
programs . . . Eddie Cantor's
habit of playing to the studio
audience . . . Nixson Denton's
decided lack of pep on the air
. . . Jack Armstrong ... that
WCPO football contest which
was explained at least ten times
during one haif hour last Friday
evening . . . some people would

this column-but
who's running this?

* * *

New York talent is supposed.
to be superior to what Cincy can
supply. At least, that is the reason WLW moved their "For Men
Only" show to the eastern metropolis. Personally, however, I
enjoyed it much more when Paul
Sullivan et al. said their piece in
the studios at Colerain Ave., and
Arlington St. But don't get me
wrong; I still love the show.

* * *

My biggest radio thrill in many
a moon: When the station I
thought was in Dayton, Ohio,
turned out to be WlOAiU, Philadelphia, Pa.·

* * *

Put me down for this prediction: Before 1940, Cincinnati will
be the center of a fourth major
network, which will eventually
be larger than both !NiBC and
OBS. I refer to what is now the
WI.JW line. Starting originally
with four stations, it has just recently joined three more to its
system. And there is a strong
rumor that very shortly stations
on the west coast will be added,
a very definite step toward a
coast to coast network. More
power to you, WlLW! Cincinnati
is proud of you. Well, I am,
anyway.

* * *

One program I hope stays with
us for a long time is "Vox Pop,"
th e original man-in-the-street
program.
Parks Johnson and
Wally Butterworth are tops as
interviewers. The program (9:00
p. m., Tuesdays, WS'.AI) never
has a dull moment.

* *

* notice of what
Here's advance
two top-notch dramatic programs
are offering this week: "Hollywood Playhouse" (Sundays, 9:00
p. m., WLW), starring Tyrone
Power, will present "Pettico~t
Fever." Ida Lupino will be Ty's
leading lady for the half ·hour.
On Monday, the Lux Radio Theatre (9:00 p. m., W.K!RC) will offer Fred MacMurray and Madge
Evans in a sophisticated comedy,
"Up Pops the Devil."
* * ::

Due to circumstances beyond
our control (this being a radio
column, I suppose I ·can borrow
one of radio's stock lines), the
results of the sports announcer
poll will not be announced until
next week. The balloting was
still in progress at press time,
and I didn't want to distu:rib it,
the little darling. Incidentally,
our sincere thanks-those of me,
myself, and I-go to Bill Roll,
who is responsible for those
"ducky" signs you saw all over
the place. (N. B. If anyone
wishes his name to appear in this
exclusive column, let him do
some pu:blic service to "While
Dialing," as did the gentleman
mentioned a·bove. Don't all rush
at once, boys.)
THOROUGHLY CREIGHTON
Alumni of Creighton Prep in
Omaha have a plurality over
graduates of any other high
school, with eight members on
the squad at Creighton U.

from
but be
for able
the to
added
ure heit will
find pleaswhen n:=~~========================ii
he has completed his training.
The college student who is really
a student, rather than a schoolboy, will realize that musi~ is
an integral part of his education;
he will deJi.berately a.ttend concerts and operas which perhaps
bore him in order to cultivate a
*
*
*
dependa~le
In the 16th century a band of taste for them.
freaks made the mistake of visiting a town of religious fanatics. Smerge interfered. "I may be
up~to-date
The townspeople decided that dark, but he's not calling me
the freaks were cursed by God that," Keller said. H seems he
and hung all of them. Oddities misinterpreted the meaning of
in the noose!
the bootlblack who hollered
"Shine!" as he passed.
Sign on the Cotton Club in N.
* * *
Y.: "50 tall, tan, terrific gals!"
Fog and I stayed at Bill PuttiBob Smith, class of '37 was on mann's brother-in-laws in Bosthe campus again Tuesday. When ton-and I mean stayed. At about
asked if he came .back to pay 7:00 A. M., Bill's niece (age 5)
his sophomore tuition, he became peeped in our room an saw Foangry and said, "What do you garty. She gasped and asked
her mother, "Is that my uncle
mean! I paid that last year."
Screamed a Prov. fan: "Knock Bill?" Marene was sent to bed
them apawt, fellows!" Yelled without any dinner for making
l!'ogarty, "Yeah, teah 'em down!" fun of her family. - ".Oh well,"
Keller had a lboy backed she said looking at us, · "I
against a N. Y. wall and was wouldn't have much chance at
about to punch him when dinner anyho.w!"
!!:==========================~

''It Pays To Come
To Fifth and Plunt''
to buy good
clothing and
furnishings fo1• men and
young n1en.

THE

VERKAMP

5tl1 &
CHerry 4730

CLOTHING
Plum Streets

co.

It Would Seem: that the
Cubs couldn't have done
much worse against the
Yankee powerhouse - but
what's the difference, who
could whip 'em?
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It Would Seem: That
sooner or later Captain Ne1bel and his fellowmen will
get some breaks.
Then
look out!
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Each Team Gives Own V e1·sio11;;
Tavern-News Game G1·id HistorY_

Find Few Facts
West Virginia's Quarterbacks
About Formidable
Among Nation's Rest Passe1·s
Future F o e s - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

BY
BY THE MERMAID TAVERN
An aroused band of Mermaid XAVmR UNIVERSITY NEWS
Baclclleld of Centre's Prayin'
Oddsfish! I '!'he IVrermaids won! Colonels which will start against
Taverners, flashing one of the
most powerful running and pass- The slim margin of victory was Transylvania College Saturday
Two touch- will contain .only two members
ing games ever seen at Xavier one touchdown.
Stadium, overwhelmed by a downs for the literati, one for of the .backfield which opened the
score of 12-6 last Friday after- the Newsy-noses. Although the contests with Indiana and Oglenoon a group that called itself a attempts for conversion after thorpe. ·
team from the Xavier Univer- touchdown were not made,
Jimmy German, quarter/back
everyone agreed that had this and chief running threat of the
sity News.
Gaining almost at will both in been done the final score would outfit, and Dennis Van Huss,
the "land" and aerial depart- have been 12 to .7, reducing the Knoxville, Tenn., are the reguments, the Taverners completely margin to five measly points; lar backfield men whose perEMMETT
dominated what was---c;omewhat that is, everyone on the News formances last Saturday were of
amusingly - called the opposi- eleven agreed to it. The News a sufficiently high calibre, in
MOAN
tion. They scored in every quar- team refuses to aHbi, that's per Coach Ku:bale's eyes, to warrant
QUAR.TERBACK.
ter !but the, second and fourth.
agreement; we'd refuse to aUbi their starting against the PioThe Tavern's first tally came at any rate, agreement or no, neers. It is proba•bly that Billy
as the result of a sustained 74- but there were extenuating cir- Harrington will replace Dick
yard march early in the· opening cumstances.
Stahl, although the latter has
period. The team that was supLast- year, when Yale's great ·been showing well in drills, and
posed to represent the News won opportunist kicked Eli into a vic- almost as probable that Roger
the toss and after three unsuc- tol'y over Navy without making Thompson, 184-pound sophomore
cessful tries at the stubborn one punt, kickoff, fieldgoal or who rose to unexpected heights
Tavern line punted to the Mer- any other kosher boot, he caus- in Saturday's encounter, will remaid quarterback who was ed the rules to be changed for place the- veteran Dance.
downed on his 26.
this season. The new rules make
Van Huss; who has filled fullIn seven tries the Mermaiders it illegal to kick a free ball.
·back and haUlback positions caplugged the ball to the News 3,
Well, these Mermaids don't ably, is certain to start in one of
where Fulllback Dick Dooley split any infinitives, everyone the two. Thompson showed that
plunged through the center of knows that there is no question he would make a serious threat
the line for the score. John aJbout that, but let us tell you for Ed Dance's position even be'O'Connor's attempted place-kick here and now that they don't fore the first scheduled game,
was wide.
split any hairs about the rules
Kubale did not anticipate
With the Taverners using either. All was well till along but
that his play would reach the
mainly second and third-string- a:bout the third quarter. The high
level it did last week so
ers in the second quarter, the score was six-nothing in favor of early' in the season.
game see-sawed back and forth the Tavern and we were pressIn order to answer the threat
and developed into a punting ing hard. There was' no douibt
duel between Ray Wilson, Tav- but that we would score in this of the Pioneers fleetsters Mardo
t!~.
ern guard, and Ed Benson, a quarter. Then it happened. The and Scott, Kubale indicated that
Emmett "Kelley" Moan, West Virginia's pass flipping
senior at Xavier who was bor- Tavern punted in the third quar- he would send in Bobby Steakrowed by the News fr.om the ter, deep into our territory; on ley, featherweight halflpack, early quarterback 1 will lead a large squad of Mountaineer huskies
in the game. Steakley, whose
Philopedian Society to play at an attempted lateral, a tackle form
is reminiscent of the fam- into Xavier University Stadium Saturday afternoon in an atquarter.back for what was orig- caused the ball to drop straight
inally intended to be a football down. · The tackler kicked the ous Joe Murphy, Centre star of tempt to spoil Dad's Day victory plans. Moan· is well rememyears ago, weighs 128 pounds and bered for his outstanding performance in Cincinnati last year
team.
ball immediately as it hit the
against the U. C. Bearcats. · Due largely to Moan's triple
Jn the third quarter, after a ground and over the goal it is a ten second man.
* * *
threat abilities West Virginia is considered the dark horse of
rousing ibetween-the-halves pep rolled, where he pounced on it.
talk, the Tavern was a rejuven- Thus the fatal six points. !Last Paralleling the university's en- Eastern football circles this year, having already won two
ated fighting team. After taking year that would have been a rollment, m embers of the starts and holding Pitt's Panthers for three quarters before
poosession of the ball early in the wondei-:ful play. Even this year Creighton varsity football squad fresh substitutes from the Sutherland bench wore them
period, they punted to Capt. it was well executed, but we come from 11 states this year, a down.
Even at this early date in the football sea. sondMoan
Kennedy who fumbled in the claim that it . was illegal. We survey of the roster shows.
With
the
general
student
body
is
being
compared
to Sammy Baugh, T. C. U. passmg emon
end-zone where the alert Patton keep a·breast of the rules and we
fell on the ball for the second expect our opponents to abide by enrolled from 3a states and three of Southwestern and All-star game renown.
Tavern tally.
them, but what can one do when foreign countries, the athletes
Xavier showed s u rpr is in g
Again O'Connor's attempted the referee is fishing around for are confined to no particular secstrength· in holding the powerful
tion. Nebraska leads the list
conversion failed.
a Mermaid invitation?
Kentucky eleven to a 6-to-0 score
The News scored its only
The man that made the play with :L2 memibers on the squad,
last Saturday. In view of the intouchdown in the fourth quarter was none other than Jim Patton, followed by Illinois with nine,
terest in the contest a capacity
when Paul Trame who was bor- and just to show that none of Iowa with eight and- South Dacrowd of 15,000 is expected to fill
rowed from the Commerce Clulb our opponents repented the deed kota with seven.
Xavier's sadium. West Virginia
to ,play halfback, intercepted a and the ultimate decision of the
Wisconsin contributes four,
is popular in Cincinnati because
pass and s pr int e d 34-yards referee, all the Tavernites were Minnesota two, and one each
lAnother milestone has been of its fine showing there last
through an open field.
Trame seen pattin' Patton on the back from Massachusetts, Ohio, Mon- passed 'by Xavier on its road tostarred at St. Xavier High dur- after the game. Of course, we tana, West Virginia and Mis- ward national fame. First it was year in overwhelming the University of Cincinnati.
ing his prep school days. O'Con- gave up after that. Why should souri.
the "Illustrated Football Annor blocked Kennedy's kick.
we have tried to win? To prove
nual," then Ted Husing, and now
Evidence of the decisiveness that we could have pushed on to
the "New York Time." In the R 0 TC Facts And
by which the Tavern won the victory under ordinary circumSunday, October 10, issue of the
game can be found in the sta- stances, we let Trame intercept
metropolitan d a i 1 y, Xavier's
Figures Released
tistical column. The Mermaids a pass and skip on over the goal
chances against West Virginia
had eight first downs to their for our score. We matched their
By P. M. S. & T.
were given quite a play.
The
so-called opponents' two and legal score at will; obvi{)usly any
article is here reprinted:
racked up 123 yards from rush- attempt to go on to a win would
West Virginia will open footl()n April 1, 1937, 226 Senior
ing to their so-called opponents' have been nullified by that refball relations with Xavier Uni- and 114 Junior units were in op"lit
is
of
interest
to
note
a
very
3Z.
eree. Also, did you notice how
versity at Cincinnati next Satur- eration.
The net gain since
The lineups:
the ten-yard mariker fluctuated concrete example of the opinion day. The game will mark the July 1, 1935, totals 91 units, of
of
business
men
concerning
the
NEWS
'pos. TAVERN when the News team got the
second successive road contest which 51 are Senior (:including
McEvoy ........ L. E ......... Fogarty ball. !Honestly, where the Tav- capacity of the Boston Univer- for the Mountaineers who visited 22 Medical) and 40 Junior.
Kennedy (C) L. T ......... Reilley ern gets money to pay for these sity Advanced Course students. Washington and Lee, a timeR. O .T. C. or "Military," as
Mr. Albbott of the Boston Uni- honored rival, on Saturday. ,
Ruff ................ L. G........... Wilson things is a mystery in itself.
popularly
called, is a required
J. Blunt ............ C. .... O'Connor
Everyone woke. up Saturday versity Vocational Department
Xavier, co ached by Clem course at 174 institutions, optionhas
recently
informed
me
that
Abrams ........ R. G..... Groneman morning plenty sore of muscle,
Crowe, former Notre, Dame star, al at 101.Fish ................ R. T. , .............. Fox that is, every.one that w_oke up representatives of business firms is expected to be a worthy op- Seventy-seven applications for
Meyer ............ R. E. .... Hausman Saturday morning. Aside from a interviewing seniors, with a view ponent for West Virginia. The '.R. 0. T. C. units were on file in
Benson ........ Q. B ..... (C) Smith few charley-horses and cinder of selecting them for positions in Musketeers have had only two the War Department on April 1,
V. Beckman .. L. H. .. .. MacEwen paths in arms and shins, all had their organizations, are very par- losing seasons since the war, in 1937.
tial to Advanced Course stu- 1924 and 1932, and will greet the
Trame .......... R. H. .. ........ Dalton recovered by Monday.
The poise, keeness, and Mountaineers with one of the . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .
P. Beckman .. F. B. ......... Dooley · Thus ended the first encounter dents.
Officials: Referee, Tom Collins; of the all-sports series between character of the Advanced stu- most powerful elevens in Xavier
Correction
Umpire, Jim Rees; Heads Lines- the Mermaid Tavern and the dents are such that these repre- history.
man, Russ Nickel; Field Judge, Xavier University News. Al- sentatives of business firms seSuch opposition as Washington
Due to a misunderstanding
V. Beckman's 1 and only.
though the former has the ecige lecting the outstanding members and Jefferson, Carnegie Tech, of facts the item stating that
of
the
entire
senior
class,
have
at present, there is no doubt that
Loyola, Centre, Indiana and oth- Russ Nickel had won the allT
the lead in the series will soon picked a group which is compos· ers have felt the sting of the expense trip to the BaldwinNOTES OF THE GAME
ed of more than 80 per cent R.
While catching a high punt in change hands.
M u s k et e e rs, which, under · Wallace game at Berea was in
the warm-up before the, game,
Does anyone want to buy a O. T. C. students, and less than Crowe's guidance, has been con- error. What Nickel did win is
20
per
cent
from
the
remainder
Don "I'm tougher than any>body" quarterback cheap? Name, Edsistently successful. In fact, since two tickets to the Kentucky
Mac.Ewen broke a •bone just ward C. Benson; qualifications, of the entire senior class."
1918 Xavier has averaged two game. The X·Club raftle reLt.
Col.
William
H.
Wilbur,
above his thumb. He played too numerous to mention here.
victories in every three games ferred to is not to be conductP. M. S.& T.,
through the entire game with If interested, see editor, Xavier
played.
ed for several weeks.
A close battle is in prospect as ,___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___,
University News.
Boston University.
the injury.

Musketeers A.re
Recognized In
New York -Times

1

Statistics Show
Vital Value Of
R 0 TC Training
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Musketeers Suffer Second. Loss Of Season
Providence
W insBy _____________________________________________________________
These llusky Mountaineers On Foe's Forward Wall
OnePointlnllard.__
__,
Fought Tourney.
Coach Clem Crowe took his
Musketeers to Providence, R. I.,
last Friday night and the Crowemen suffered their second defeat
of the season, 7-6.
iFailing /to capitalize on several scoring opportunities Captain Nebel and his team mates
were edged out of an apparent
victory in the la~t quarter when
the Providence College "Friars"
marched seventy yards for a
score and then converted to
break a 6-6 tie.
Taking the offensive from the
outset, Coach Crow.e's charges
were presented with several
chances that fell short when forward passes, fired by Bob "Homer" Cummins, were lost by the
ends, hampered by the glare of
the low lights in the Friar stadium. The first half erided with
no score.
Perfect Scoring Play
With both teams throwing
passes in the third period, the
Musketeers finally cashed in on
a pelifect scoring play. Running
ELJ.ER - END
from a box formation, Bob Cummins, who featured the Xavier
offensive, swept his right end
Here are three standout regulars in the West Virginia line-up.
and with perfect dowrufield When thei Mountaineers take the field against the Musketeers Sat·
blocking ra-ced 83 yards for a
touchdown. Cummins was pro- urday, their ""starting roster will boast several All-American candi·
tected iby six men after he had dates.
ROBE1'T NEILSON .A"" CENTER..
successfully faked his way
through the Friar secondary.
"Rollo" Bergameyer, ·Xavier ~===========================;'I ·after the recent world "serious" slaughter. we will present the issue
to our nearest congressma~
The way the Ruppert Rifles malquarteifuack, went iback to contreated the senior league Giants was indeed appalling. The yodelvert. Bergameyer's kick split
the uprights but a holding pening Yankees teed off on the Terryites in a hurry, eased up to give
alty nullified the attempt and the
their hometo\vn boys a little consolation and then donned their
second try from the -17 yard- line
long range togs to cuff Melton and the boys right out of the Polo
fell short.
grounds. 'Tis a shame and I'm convinced that a composite National
Cummins Again Blazes
League AU-Star nine would have a difficult afternoon against the
"high and hard" charges fnom Yankee stadium. For sheer power
Protecting their six point lead,
the Musketeers threatened midthose brothers under the guiding hand of Joe McCarthy, would top
way in the final periQd. Cumanything in this little ole sports world-including Jolting Joe Louis.
Al Stephan
mins again blazed his . way
It will now be a question of which National League lamb will be
through the Friar defense. This
led to slaughter comes down 1938.
time running from punt forma----~x~----All the assembled brothe~ who thought they wit;nessed a
tion, Cummins broke lose on a
X-Cues, please!
dash from his end zone to the bloody struggle at .the Kentucky game were undowbtedly among
midfield stripe before he was the missing when the Frosh and Sophs tangled in their mixer three - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - hauled down from the rear. A days prior to the game. When the gentry of the Student Council
few plays later Val Boehm, Xa- hung the shingle out announcing a mixer, the bourgoisie really took
Appreciation To
vier's right half, spun through it to heart. Lining up on .both sides of the fieldhouse the gentle- Stars In High School
th'- center of the Friar line and
Dorm Boys/.
Meet A.gain On Grid
·broke into the clear only to lose men of the lower classes charged forth, at a given signal, to kick a
his balance and falter on the football past .their opponents. The hundred participants staged a
Roman holiday for the spectators who were practically annihilated ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - '
Friar 30 yard line.
Twenty-three men were
with
hilarity. A majority of the blood~thirsty were only vaguely
The breaks fell more heavily
great sports la8t Friday afterto the Friars at this point when interested in punting the pigskin around, the closest pair of shins
noon, and we wish to thank
the Musketeers fumbled. Taking was much more attractive and the battle raged. iFor sheer "gang"
them for it publicly. Had
the ball, Providence marched to warfare this took the provel'lbial cake and the youth of the uninot the dormitory-dwelling
the Xavier thirty where the versity enjoyed it immensely and with one of the most plendid disfreshman football players and
Crowemen stopped their· ground plays of good sportsmanship I've ever had the pieasure to witness.
the dorm members of the var·
attack. Taking to the air, the A shaw of that calibre any night of the week would always win my
sity squad who did not make
Friars tallied on a thirty yard sheckels-the boys put in on (and I don't mean "The Big Apple").
the trip to Providence last
pass into the end zone and the
week-end, been kind enough
-----x.----~
conversion saw the Musketeer
to lend their equipment to the
Speaking of "gang" warfare, if any of you are interested in
victory fade.
would-be footballers of the
nature
in the raw take yourself to a local high school game when
Mermaid Tavern and :xavter
Passing Was Effective
University News, the "No
Last week I lamped the Purcell-Woodward game
The center of the Musketeer time permits.
Game To day" sign would have
from
behind
the
down
marker
and
what
an
evening!
'l'he
first
line played the entire sixty minhad to be hung out. Each of
utes. Bo'b Cummins starred in half went off in an uneventful manner but during intermission the
the players was most grateful
the Musketeer backfield along affair began to show aevelopments. A flock of the younger ele·
for this kindness an·d each ex·
with two new sophomore backs, ment decided that they would "swing out" a bit although two bands
pressed his sincere thanks for
Val Boehm and "Rollo" Berga- were provided for the occasion. The little lads put the snatch on
the use of this 'impedimenta'
meyer. The Xavier passfo,g at- the ten yard markers and started in for a bit of fun-a tug of war
in the season's great grudge
tack functioned effectively · de- with the chain. :When we were ready to get back into action at
battle.
spite the disadvantages of low the start· of the third period, the chain had a three yard bite out
Several among the one-week
Cummins ran, kicked of it. Some playful brother strides up and says "Mister, here's the
lights.
players had never seen the
and passed in sensational style chain," and with that he drops a half pound of hardware in my
inside of a locker room beand when he left the game in
fore, and they needed much
the fourth period the Providence mitten. Tha't chain was more broken up than Captain Nebel and
assistance. A number of them,
fans saluted him to a man. The his boys after that unhappy turn of Providence last week. Three
though, grumbled when their
yards
of
newspaper
rope
filled
in
the
missing
link
and
we
were
Crowemen performed in great
benefactors began to show
style but it just seemed that the off. At the end of the third period the spectators got a case of
them HOW to get dressed.
along the sidelines. After ·being
cards were stacked against a "ants" and took their position
They
overcame their little
Xavier victory.
shoved around 'a la Pavillon Caprice for awhile the climax dropped
peeve, however, when they
out of the sky. With a minute and a half to go a Purcell boy inrealized how silly they would
FOLLOWS BROTHER
tercepts a pass and scoots 95 yards and charging down behind him
have looked on the field with
like a pack of hungry wolves, a.re about one thousand wild eyed
hip pads around their should·
Bill Schwartz, b r o th er of juveniles. As I picked myself off the terra firma and wiped a1bout
ers and shoulder pads on
Marchmont Schwartz, Creighton six inches of mud from my weary brow, some joker gives out with,
·1'/N/ON - llt9J.F8rU:I(
their hips.
university's head coach and di- "What happened?"
That was the finish!
I looked at the little
Pinion, stellar back for the
Particularly we wish to thank
rector of athletics, has enrolled dear and teed off for a perfect field ~oall
h freshman manager Tom Cow·
as a Creighton student this year.
West Virginians played as a hig
an for helmets and footballs
-~~-~·x--~-~
His home is in Bay St. Louis,
school opponent to Bob Farley, andforofficiating at the game.
Miss.
Two weeks ago a "share-of-the-power" plan was advocated and xavier's sophomore quarterback. : . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - ·
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had been independent
of the Student Council, is a com- Dads' Day Program
Reforms Are heretofore
Campaign For Freshnilin
mittee within the council, under
latter's supervision. It will OpensWith S111oker
Presidency Carried On Subjects For the
convene regularly according to
Student Council meetings, that
(Continued from Page
is, once every two weeks, either
Discussions
man football candidate.
before- or after the council meet- main stadium entrance to the
Day Students Organize Many political 01bservers on
1)

To Select Student Of
Own Ranks.
BY RAYMOND WILSON, JR,
In sharp contrast to the tradition of the last few years, day
students at the University were
conducting a vigorous campaign
for the presidency of the Freshman Class. The first year students have been rallying all
week about the banner of William Knoepfle to secure victory
over the Elet Hall contingent at
the elections tomorrow morning.
At press time the Elet Hall
faction had not caucused but rumors that the caucus would be
beld tonight were being circulated by "Dorm" politicians ..
In the last few years the Hall
has succeeded in naming one of
its members to the presidency
and in most instances has elected
a representative to the Student
Council. Concentrated voting on
a single candidate while "Dayhop" was split, h11s been successful in naming three Elet Hall
men in succession. Charles McEvoy, Paul Gallagher, and Frank
Grover have led the last three
Frosh classes.
This year,. however, the day
student faction refused to be
caught napping and · a spirited
campaign has bee11 waged in behalf of WHliam Knoepfle, St.
Xavier High graduate and Fresh-

the campus predicted a hot fight
with both resident and day stu- Direction Of All Social
dents solidly organized. The race
for the Student Council post was
Activities .Will Be Asstill wide open at press time
sumed By ·student
with several names from the day
student group being mentioned
Council Committee.
by their various supporters. Raymond Weigel, pre-medical, WilA spirit of reformation which
liam J, Roll, arts, and Elmer
iRomes, Commerce, led the list has pervaded Student Council
meetings for the past month
of possibilities.
found its culmination last Monday
afternoon when the Council voted unanimously to incorporate
the ·Social Committee into. its
ibody.
iBy its action, the Council feels
it has eliminated a drawlback
wh!Ph has long handicapped the
Social Committee. That commitFrosh Specially Invited tee, last year, held very· few
meetings, accomplished little and
To Union House Hop left most of its respons~bilities in
the hands of only a few of its
October 31st.
members, and these were faculty advisers.
Introducing: the Hallowe'en
Now, the Committee; which
Hop, a new social event which - - - - - - - - - - - - will open the current season.
can be made attractive for the
Staging the affair primarily for pur.pose · of staging these affairs.
the purpose of introducing Xa- the Council announced that the
vier newcomers to the ,.social ac- campus union will be the scene
tivities of the year, the Student of this dance. If this course of
Council has· extended a special action proves successful, there
invitation to Freshmen to be will proba'bly be other campus
present. Scheduled for Sunday dances later in the year.
·
afternoon, October 3.1, it will
So let's 'go, brothers, and open
precede the regular .season and the social whirl. The only way,
will be a criterion of dance at- says Confucius, to get in the
tendance throughout the year.
swim is to hop in (at the HalBelieving that Union House lowe'en Hop.)

H alloive'en Dance
To Be Staged By
Student Council

ings, this to be decided by the
committee itself.
Several changes have been
made in the setup of the committee. A fifth student member
has been "offidally and formally" added to the r-0ll, which otherwise consists of the four class
presidents, Fr. James F. Butler,
s. J., and Mr. Charles F. Wheeler, faculty member. The four
presidents will elect this added
member to the committee from
the ranks of the Student Coun
cil, whether he be senior, junior
or sophomore, and he will assume the chairmanship of the
new Social Committee.
In effect 1 the 'Committee will
assume all duties and responsiibilities formerly held by the independent group. If will set
dates for all dances, for all social affairs, approve dance committees, and arrangements, supervise the dances themselves
and · handle financial results,
which in case of a loss, the committee will meet with funds from
its treasury, and in case of a
profit will appropriate a certain
percentage to insure other
dances.
To keep the Council informed
on Social Committee activities, a
spokesman will .be elected by the
la:tter to represent it officially at
all Council meetings. Last year
.
.
h d'
the Counc11 was serious1Y an icapped for lack of knowledge of
the Social Committee's :business.

auto gate, and .thence into the
grounds and stadium.
The various groups w.Bl 'be
mal'ked with large ibannersFreshies, Sophs, Juniors, Seniors.
In the stadium a special section on the Par'kway side will be
reserved for the Dads' Day
group, The dads of the players
will "Sit on the players ibench during the game.
At the half, the only public
review of the R. 0. T. C. Cadets
for .the year will take place on
the football gridiron.
Approximately 250 eadets and the R.
O. T. C. Band will take part dn
the d:emonstration.
\Robert F.
Meyer, 1Battalion Comma.nder,
will be in charge of the demonstration.
·Following the game the entire
Dads' Day group wiH go ito the
Hotel Alms for a social hour, ibeginning at 6. o'clock.
Nicholas
J. Janson is ·chairman of this
event.
At 7 o'clock the Dads' Day
Victory Dinner, of which Anthony C. Ealsesser is chairman, will
take place in the Alms Ballroom.
Speeches aiprpropriate to the occasion will be made by various
University heads and representatives of the Dads and Sons.
To insure a large attendance
at the affair, the newly fanned
Women's Group m~de IUJP of
mothers of R. 0. T. C. Cadets,
began a telephone campaign this
week inviting all Xavier parents
to make theiir reservations.
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Ch~sterfields go right along
with smokers ••• giving them the kind of a smoke
they want ••• in the way they like it best.

Chesterftelds· are refreshingly milder-they''Ve
got a taste that smokers like. Chesterfields are
different. from all the rest ••• THEY SATISFY.

•••
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